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Bellarmine Prep Lion Named 1968 Workshop 'King'
.

Holy Angels Clarion, edited by
Carol RiddeU. 1968 workshop
mnnajjine editor, moved into the

placed first in Class AAA judg-

newspapers -it the El
Annual Northwest Catholic Hlj;h
School Press Workshop, which
Btuted today a! Seattle LTttlve]
ing if

coveted Urst place spot after fin:s'iinp in second place last year.
Class A w;<s judged by Mr.
John Campbell. Shorecrest High
School, Mr. StflVt Kent. Olympia
bureau of Associated Press, and

slty.

The Lion's first-place finish
somewhat nf a

—

,";iv<- Bi-lljiniiitic

coup at the workshnp Robert
Mack, editor of The Lion, is also
-"iliforin-chief of this year's edition of Student Prints.

students.

Runner up in Class AAA MM
The Crusader. Jesuit High
School. Portland, edited by Joff
Smith The Gonttigan. edited by
Jerry BaJdasty of Gonzaga

THE LION was selected over

other Class AAA schools, those
with more than 500 students, by
a panel of judges including Mrs.
Jan Kelly Shaw, a Seattle University journalism graduate,and
Mr. Stephen H. Dunphy, of The
Seattle Times.
The Academy Review of Holy
Names Academy, Spokane, edited by Janis Tobin. took first

Prep, Spokane, placed third,
only three points behind The

Crusader.
IN CLASS AA, the- Aquinas
JAMS TOBIN
CAROL RIDDELL
Echoes, Aquinas, Taeoma, coPfioto* by Frannlo Hlggins,
rdited by Bonnie Anderson and
St. Leo's. Taeoma
Linda Petrarca, and Sa-l.a-Hi,
By DEBBIE ROMMEL.
Taeoma,
by
son. took second place in Chtsx
Marycrest, Portland
St. Leo's.
edited
RORKRT MACK
Linda DuMond. tied for second A Hie Miriamette, St. Mary
Hours of planning, writ- honors in Class AA.
of the Valley. Beaverton. Ore.,
graduate, and Mr. Stan Strick, place.
ing, editing and rewriting
The Academy Review was Olympia
Enterprise of St. Joseph's. co-edited by Donna Rinert and
The
bureau
of
United
Pross
paid off for the staff of judged best by a panel of stuYakima, edited by Jody Robin- Kathy Lohbeck, was third.
The Lion of Bellarmine Prep, dents and Mrs. Carole Buckley International.
IN CLASS A competition, The
once again they Furness. an S.U. journalism
T acorna

—

'High' School Writers

High Schools

Northwest Catholic

Prints

Student

Offer Drug Opinions
By CHRIS CORBF.TT, St. Joseph. Yakima
RICH ALIA, Seattle Prep
Trying to take a survey about drug use is like one of the trip*

the drug users talk about— some turn on, some turn off and some
drop out.
Most of the delegates to the Northwest Catholic High School
Press Workshop were "turned off."
THOSE WHO "turned on" related various episodes of pro-

longed use, colorful highs, attempted suicides and hysteria brought
about by drug use.
"Drugs arc beautiiul," volunteered one girl. "They're a scary
Seattle, Washington, Saturday, February 17, 1968
No. 1 thing to play with," said another.
Vol. 8
"LEGALIZATION of rnnrijiiunn is actually something that Is
Inevitable," said an Eastern Washington girl, "because of widespread use by not only teens but also udults."
One former "turn on" girl admitted tfhe quit because "Icouldn't
continually use drugs as a student." She added. "I saw that there
are things that have, to be done, like going to college or setting
some other goal."
THOSE WHO "turned off" all seemed to follow along a line of
unbiased opinions ranging from. "I. mysHf, would never try it," to
i rMdty don't know that much about it." These formed the
By DAVE KK.ISKI.
at their level, and by progress- attacks the mayor, that'B bod
Belial-mine Prop, Tacuma
majority.
ing at a speed that they can news."
Others had firmer opinions, such as Jeanie Sedgely, news
"It's hard to reach the people; handle. M Fr. Gandrau exFrom its very beginning in
Academy Dome, Holy Names, Seattle: "Many people
the answer is not to quit."
plained, "This ts neither a theo- 1911, the Progress has demon- editor of the
m;inju;in;i
I
I with alcohol, but the danger occurs when
it
i-qu.'ili'
Gandrau,
digest,
nor
intellectulogical
Fr. James H.
editor
an
strated the leadership necessary
of the Catholic Northwest Prog- al journal. A majority of our for a uniteddiocese. It continues the kicks from marijuana get dull and the symptoms of dependress, commented on his paper's readers have had at best an to evolve toward what Father ence upon drugs go unheeded."
ANOTHER EDITOR was more "turned on" and stated, "other
efforts to reach the "man in the eighth grade education in reli- describes as "an ecumenical
drugs like acid, crystal or speed are In a different category
pew."
gion. These are the people for
weekly, pertinent to the entire completely and because of the more extensive danger won't be
whom we are writing.
treatedas lightly as marijuanamight be."
FATHER'S PAPER prides itThe staff has employed fresh community."
seif in this respect. With a week- ideas to attract a larger readly circulation of over 40,000, it Ing audience; the recently inireaches nearly 50 per cent of tiated "Doug and Lisa" column Bank Construction Halted:
theCatholic families In the area has stimulated youth Interest in
and is one of the largest weekly The Progress.
publications in the Northwest.
Fr. Gandrau feels an oblij,-a
W ITH THE attraction of largtion to educate the people to the er audiences, the goal of The
By MARY HUGHES,
changes of Vatican 11, but not to Progress becomes approachAquinas, Taeoma
confuse the common man. "We able. Fr. Gandrau Is trying to
DON MOE. LOYOLA,
lose members of both the liberal inform the Northwest of the
Mlaoula,Mont.
and conservative groups be- "significant happenings among
carpenter's strike dethe
Will
cause of our moderately pro- the people of God."
of the Northgressive policy."
The last issue carried the dis- lay the completion
pute between the Most Rev. west's tallest building, the SeNational Bank?
THE ENERGETIC priest em- Thomas A. Connolly,Archbishop attle-Firststayed
home Friday,
phasized the need to adjust the of Seattle, and Seattle's mayor. Workers
pickcters
showed
all
and
irp
new
reD.
Braman.
As
gradually
readers
to the
J.
the editor exforms of the Church by writing plained, "When the Archbishop because of a wage dispute.
The picket line halted con-

The Catholic Progress Changes

Religious Conditioning of Man

Northwest Awaits Tallest One'
—

Local vs. National.
That's Evans' Action
By MONICA BELL
Holy \ames, Seattle

JERRY COBB

Jesuit High. Portland

CHARLOTTE LARKDM
Aquinas,inrntna
"I want to be where the action Is," remarked Gov. Dan

Evans when asked of his future
plans.
The governor was interviewed

.
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struction of the buildiriK whteh

began In July, I9fi6. Barring further problems, the architects,
Naramore, Bam, Brady and Johanson of Seattk expect it to
be finished in early 1969. Of the
yesterday afternoon in Olympia 50 stories, the lower third will
and spoke about his political be bank offices and the remainambitions and opinions. He der will be leased for other ofstressed the growing importance fices. Approximutely 50 feet toilof the responsibilityof state gov- er than the 600-foot-high Space
Needle, the structure covers one
ernment in national affairs.
city block, It is located tn a straA STEP IN this direction is tegic area linking financial, govthe proposed Washington State ernmental and retail centers of
downtown Seattle.

...

...

ACCORDING to Greg Schultz.
an assistant to the project manager, the entire venture will
cost the bank $28 million. The
bank, also known as "The Tall

One," will function as the main
office for the 121 branches in
Washington. (Seattle-First National is the 24th largest bank
in the United States.)
The structure will provide

Photo by Jim Sarro.Seattle Prep, Seattle

Thenewest addition to Seattle skyline.
parking space for 600 cars be- Inside they test ceiling tiles,
low the street level, and M6.400 light fixtures, plywood, drapes,
heating units and other such apsquare feet in office space.
pliances before Installing them
ARCHITECTS constructed a in the bank itself. Over SU.OWi
mock-up room which serves a visitors have visited this room
dual purpose as an observation since it opened a little more
room and experimental area. than a year ago.

STUDENT
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Mayor Scans City Scene

Evans Eyes Revisions

By TED COMICK. Seattle Prep
JAMS TOBIN, Hnly Names, Seattle
If then* is ii ghetto in Seattle, it is a "ghetto
by choice, with U.m walls constantly t:xpandi«K,"
commented Seattle's mayor .1 D. (Dorm) Bramnn, who ice« the ranal problem as the biggest
crisis in his rnaynral career. The mayor ailvoriu- elimination of unemployment as the key
to the solution of racial turmoil
Braman contends that NegTOQS are no longer
Ing, The Federal Housconcerned with op
ing, Adimnistratsiin is "most effective." he Saul,
;c*sM houses, repairs- them .md
sells the homes to Central Area residents at low
interest rates.
Actually, the centml district has "some of the
finest real estate In Seattle." the mayor stated.

Constitutional Convention. Governor Evans feels that the convention must dcai with flexibility in Die constitution and the
."strengthening of executive and
legislative brunches of government. "Because circumstances
change,governmentmust accommodate those changes," Evans
added.
Evans discussed capital punishment as an outdated law that

FOUR YEARS AGO, after running on a platform opposed to open housing. Braman took
office identified as "the enemy" by the Negro
community. He took a personal interest in Central District activitiesand ■ttempMd to »": tahlish
g rapport with the Negroes there.
His opinions on open housing have not
changed. He fi-els thai it only serves to further
"polarize white and black."
"We must avoid actions by people who think
rhey are doinp, good, but are just hindering the
effort," the mayor emphasized, regarding his
vocal opposition.

THROUGH A PROGRAM of "discrimination
In reverse." the mayor hopes to create jobs for
the Negro and avoid future tension-heated summers.
LAST SUMMER he saw hundreds of Negro
youths employed by City Light, the City Engineering Department and the Park Department in
an effort to avoid racial flareups.
From the headaches of the race problwn.
Mayor Braman moved to the posslblities and
necessities of his pet project, rapid transit. He
stated "sooner or later Seattle will be compelled
to build a system of rail corridors. Thore are no
other alternatives."
The mayor did not leave this statment undocumented. He cited research travels to Montreal, Toronto, London, and Stockholm as a basis

for his Intensive study and support of city transportation.

BRAMANOUTLINED the development: about
three years ago, he and Mr. .fames Ellis noted
the plight of the downtown areas. They saw the
crowded streets, watched the highways preserved in a sticky jam. and contemplated the
inevitable flight from the downtown area. The
deterioration of the city's business district was
their big/rest concern.
The potential loss of revenue from property
i IMS would cripple Seattle's cultural programs,"
stated Mayor Braman.

The mayor's alarm turned to determination,
he related, as he and Mr. Ellis worked out a plan

Aid Opens
College Door
By CHRIS BOCt I

nod STEVE RITCHIE,
Sprra Calholfc, Salrm

Knot

on

(Continued

from page

I)

must be modernised. Science
may expand In the next few
years so thac it could remedy
the emotional problems which
provoke capital crimes, he said
i In- Governor implied rJi«t such
progress in criminology would
be useless if capital punishment
were enforced.

IN THE PAST five years, several persons have been condemned in Washington Stute but
none have been executed. "We
huve abolished the practice but
not the law," Evans said.
The governor also thinks tax
reforms are necessary. "PropPhoto by Paul Kexslngor. Conxaga, Spohanv erty tuxes and sales taxes would
be lowered If the state Income
SEATTLE'S MAYOR. J. D, (Dorm) tax wasinitiated." tie said.
Braman, stands on the terrace of the
A PROPOSAL to that effect
Municipal Building, overlooking expanding Seattle. The partially completed Se- was brought before the 1967 legbut was defeated. Howattle-First National Bank building rises islature
ever, Evans plans to resubmit
directly behind him.
the program in January, 1969,
if he is re-elected.
Evans commented that educafor rapid transit involving a "spinal system" of
rail transportation. One line would run straight tion in Washington is rated
north. A second would connect with the Thomp- among the best in the nation
son expressway and then branch out to the Lake Hifch standards are reflected in diverse areas: teachers
City-Bothell area.
Another line would cross a ttiird Lake Wash- arc subjected to the strictest
ington bridge destined for Eastgate. The last requirements for certification:
leg would be aimed at the Run ton Industrial most of the state's draftees an:
Complex. For short runs, busses would be em- placed at the top of their Selective Service classification, and
ployed.
AFTER YEARS of travel, research and planning, the mayor. Ellis and their public relation*
men prepared the Forward Thrust program, with
transit as its core issue. They constructed a set
of proposals, "all emotionally tied in with transportation."
Th« mayor explained the defeat of his plan
in pregnant terms: "The stinking opposition had
no credibility on their side. They had no proposals and were apparentlyconcerned with nothing
but their own homes and Jobs."
But Mayor Braman's effort was not quite in
vain. Next week in Pittsburgh, U»e City of Seattle will receive two awards for the design of its
rapid transit program!

the Surface:

and

laani

approachto the problem.

EVANS FEELS stronger leadership is necessary In the United States to prevent further
inflation. At the end of 1967,
inflation had increased at a rate
of 5 per cent. Governor Evans
maintained that spending must
be cut before the nation will accept a tax increase.

When asked of his immediate

plans to improve efficiency of
government officials, Evans
lauijhed and suggested "rest

—

nnd recreation" for all Be
leaves for tils tomorrow a ski
trip to Sun Valley. Idaho.

A five-month-old "blue baby" was plunged into an
icebath yesierdny.His heart stopped.
That may havo saved his life.
THIS NEW ice-bath technique
Increases a blue baby's chance ly, only 20 per cent of them surfor life to SO per cent. Previous- vived.
A "blue baby" is an infant
whoseblood does not receive tho
oxygen necessary to support the
body's tissues.
The ico bath process Is known
as deep-hypothermia. Dr. David
Diltard, a University of Wash-

Revolutionary Hydrofoil Tested

ington associate professor uf
one of the first sur
geons in the nation to develop

By MICHALEEN McALPINE,
St. JoMiph, Yakima

Surgery, is

and use this revolutionary technique.

THE BATH concept originated
about a year ago. and it benefits babies aged three days to 13
months.

The baby is put Into an icewater bath which lowers his
body temperature from the normal 37 degrees Centigrade to 25
degrees Centigrade.This cooling
stops Die heart and reduces the
body's need for oxygen.
With the baby in virtual hibernation, open-heart surgery must
then be performed within an
hour. After that time, oxygen in
the baby's blood is at a low
level and the danger of brain
damage is present.

In I'Uiii, tin- Navy awarded
contracts to both the BoeingCo.

Work-Study Employment Pro-

ii in determiningthe amount
of studi-nt .isslstance. Approxl■ly 200 scholarships are
awarded annually to hlph school
in and university gtttifofiCl

the majority of the professional
people in Washington have been
through graduate school.
On the Vietnam issue Governor Evans stated. "A change In
leadership is necessary for both
sides! At this point, neither side
can back out without losing
face." The governor feels it is
now necessary to supply a fresh

By TIMMONOHAN, Central Cuthollc, Yaklraa
BARBARA SHIPP. Holy Child, Portland

and in e&slorn catpottkOoa for
development of a military
THE FINANCIAL need of the the
Boeing began work
applicants is determined by the hydrofoil.
in 1959 on hydrofoils and is conparent*' confidential statement fident of victory over its commd (ne department In addition, petition in the upcoming Navy
Diepo. The Boeing
students who need a job to help tests at San (h«
patrol gunboat
of
version
collep«
pay for
expenses may
hydrofoil (P.G.H.) differs pricollege
under marily from its competitors in
find work with fhe
the federally-supporteil College the area of propulsion,
gram,
Scholastic ability is also a

Gov. Evans

Icy Bath Gives Life
To Dying 'Blue-Babies'

"Money problems can no loncWIM.IAM J. KORNIG.
er prevent a student from obJ.-iuU High, Portland
Ulnine a colleco education,"
No, the Boeing hydrofoil
GQt. Mlrhael Dolan (ret.), head lsn'l a new rock-bnnd; It's
nf Seattle University's financial
aid department, said yesterday. a boat powered by a jet enjjinc
skints along the
"Last year." he explained, watersthatPugei
of
Sound at speeds
"S.U disiributed $500,000 to exceeding 40 knots.
qualified students in the form of
scholarships, government grants

—Photo by Phil Hate.
Btanchet. Seattle

craft, the
iHe"miis-ari, is designedIn reach
top speeds with a hiiih degree of

BOEING'S

FORMERLY, a heart

7) -root

maneuverftbjlity> Because of

Its
rough-water capability, the hydrofoil is well suited to shore
patrol, much like the PI boats
or World War 11.
It makes use of a revolution"TODAY, THE practice of ary propulsion system. Water >h
i d Up the roils by the
giving students honorary recog.sel's momentum and then jetted
nition for scholastic achieve- out a st»rm pipe, speeding the
ment rattier than a scholarship fUi UttJi iri across the water.
Despite their flimsy appearis becoming more papular," Col.
ance, the foils have shattered
Dolan said.

—

Photo courUisy Bneing Company

THE TUCUMCARI. Boeing's new Hydrofoil, flashes
across the waters of Puget Sound.
huge togs with only slighi

damage. This, tngcihrr with increased maneuverability, makes

the hydrofoil superior to P.T
boats for high speed reconnnis
sance

- lung

machine was the major alternative to death for a "blue baby."
The machine supplied oxygen (o
the baby's blood. However, because of a biibv's small size and
other conditions, the machine
was ineffective BO per cent nf
tht HMC, and the baby died.
"The University Hospital." Dr.
Dillord said. "i» one of the f«w
in the country to use this new
ice bacli technique, because ft is
a very complicated process."
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Rabbi Voices Opinions
On Israelite Problems

Boeing Marvel Unveiled:

By

fIORISGUEN7I

St. Mnry of the Valley, Benvitrton

MIKE DEVTTIS
BloncJlcf. Sratltr

"Hove you ever felt 4,000
years old?" Rahbi Arthur Jaccibovitt, referring,lo his Jewish
ftllCttUy, remarked that this
thought often enters his mind.
Rabbi Jacubovlt/ it the first
Jew to hold a theological position in o Cnthnlir university. He
alto teaches Jewish history, and
lectures in Judnoo-Christian oi
Kin classes. Ai the l.'.W, he is
director of the HilM Foundation, which is i-nmparable to the
Catholic Newman Clubs.
The Rabbi feels that Israeli
students take their education
more seriously than their nonJewish American counterparts.

.

Superjet Under Construction

tones in the Old Testament. He
felt another reason for their victory might be (hat the .Jews
MfeTi fighting for their homeland

and self-preservation.
"1 feel the Jewishpeople have
a bond that doesn't exist in
other religions. Had the Arabs
won, there would be no Jews
alive in Israel now," concluded

the Ortliodox Rahbi.
When asked to speculate on
the future of this area, the Rnbbi said. "I feel the |>.re«t potential powdur keg which curi easily
envelop the world in nuclear
confrontation could be the Middle East instead or Viotnnm. In
two to four year» Russia will
make a great drive to outflank

America."

Immediately after high school,
IN EXPRESSING his opinion
all students either enter the on the extermination of six milmilitary service or serve Israel lion Jews during World War II
in Another way for two to three the Rabbi maintained, "Silence
years. This, explains Rabbi Ja- Is a sin. The Church should
cobovitz. is why Israelis enter have learned this bitter lesson."
college with a more mature and Consequently, some Jews rWSnI
realistic attitude toward educa- Christianity and especially the
Catholic Church. For this reason
tion.
the Rabbi feels intcrfaith spirit
AFTER
the
Middle
is at a low ebb.
SHORTLY
Commenting tin anti-Semitism
East skirmish, the Rabbi was
the guest of Israel's prime min- in Seattle tile Rabbi .stated.
ister. Due to overwhelmingodds "The feeling in Seattle is less
against their victory, the Jews violent than in New York City,
were still in a state of shock and but It still exists." He pointed
awe at the time of his arrival. out that Jew* are not tolerated
The Rabbi hinted that the out- In Windcmere, Sand Point.
come of the six-day war may Broadmoor or the Highlands.
hove been the result of some They cannot belong to certain
supernatural Intervention, com- social clubs and cannot work in
parable to the Maccabean vfc- certain industries.

MOCKUP: The new Booing 7-17 superjet Is shown under construction at the
company's Everett manufacturing plant
By TRESE PRYDE,

Holy Nume», Seattle

HAT FAUI.I.

peep

Loyola. MisMtula

How does a 22-year-old political science major at S.u. get
himself appointed a state representative? Dun O'Donnell did It
Inst December through yean of
involvement in the district level
of the Democratic organization.
He is Dot a political novice.
have been inDan remarked, I
volved as long as Ican remember." He hiu campaigned fur
nearly every Democratic hopeful running in the 3?th District.

ttie central area of Seattle, in
recent years.
He belonged to many younn

people's organisations, toduding the King County Teen Age
Democrats and the Washington
Young Democrats, whom he
represented at their national
convention.

O'DONNELL offers this ad-

vice for politlcnlly-minded young
people: "If you want to get involved in political organizations,
you can do It through school,
young Democrats, Young Re-

Seattle Central Blood Bank
Increases Demand for Blood
JOHN FREAD
St. Leo's, Tacoma

By

use would be limited. If we
were forced to sell it, someone

—

pile carpets, a spiral

staircase, a
impressions

bridal suite these
remind one of an

elegant resort hotel, but in fact
they describe the Boeing 747, the
largest airliner in production
today.
The mammoth Boeing jet has
a total length of 231 feet, almost
three-quarters of a football
field, and stands nearly 6/$ stories from the tip of its tail to the
ground.

PASSENGERS will occupy a
cabin section 20 feet wide which
will accommodate them comf-

Student Appointed Legislator
By MARK I.UEK,
Seattle Prep

3

where production of the

giant

jolhkju

passenger jetliners will soon take place,

ortably nine abreast. The extra
width of ilic cabin and the double aisles will afford comfort
coupled with elegance.
Possible innovations include
lounges, private staterooms with
beds and possibly even a private
business office on the upper
level. A circular stairway Joins
the upper level, which also includes the cockpit, with the
main deck.
A VARIETY of on-board entertainment systems include
twelve inch television sets suspended above the seats and 10
channels of stereo or monaural
tape recordings. Each passenger is provided with personal
channel selectors and ear-

747 will be able to transport 100
tons of cargo. The plane will
cruise at a speed of 025 milean hour at an altitude of 40,000
feel. It will cover distances of
up to 6,000 miles.

THE ARRIVAL of the "super
jet" poses many problems, however. Every large airport in the
world is equipped to handle the
mechanical aspects of the 747's
landing and take off. But an increased passenger load will
make enlarged terminal facili-

ties mandatory.

The Boeing 747 is not a dream
but a reality. It is slated to
make its first commercial flight
by December. 1969. In fact, it is

so much a reality that 2fis peoresThe bask purpose of the jet ple have already confirmed Pan
only
provide
not
the
on
the
innuKural
be
to
ervations
will
utmost in luxury but to carry a American Airlines flight, despite
large number of people and the fact that no destination has
enrgo over long distances. The yet been sot.
phones.

Girl Traffic Reporter
Scans Trouble Spots
By NF.D WALSH
Central Catholic. Yuklma
Why would a Kir' who Ls scared of high buildings, elevators
and planes spend three hours a
day hovering over Seattle?
Pcffgy Clair. Radio KJR's
helicopter traffic girl, can't «ay
exactly why, but when asked if
she wanted to fly she took a

deep breath and said yes.
This was five months ago and
since then Peggy has witnessed
every type of "happening" on
the busy arterials. She has seen
Photo by Maria Trelaven, a man commit suicide by jumpAquinas, Tocoma ing off rhe Aurora Bridge, cars
DAN O'DONNELL
literally explode and an overpass collapse. As a result, she
publicans or New Conservative often feels uneasy driving home.
clubs. It depends on wliai urea
you want to work in. There arc
IN THE AIR Peggy follows a
many, many different clubs in regular route, keeping an eye

on all major thoroughfares in
Seattle On her flights during
thft rush hour, she is subject tn
on-the-spot call-ups, giving live
reports on traffic conditions.
She is equipped with a hondset
on which she hears KJR's live
broadcasts.
Peggy likes her job and feels
she is providing a helpful «ervice to Seattle residents. Her offflight duties consist of fulfilling
the secretarial needs of Program Director Pat O'Day. She
also does some television and
radio advertisements.
Peggy, a petite 21-year-old
brunette, has completedher junior year at the University of
Washington, majoring In speech
and drama. She plans to complete her education and move to
California.

needing a transfusion might not
RUTH EAGAN
St. Ltfl's, Tacomu
be able to buy it For this reaThe sick and injured of King son, the donation of blood is "a
County will feel the effects ol a completely voluntary system.
severe shortage ol blood thii And making blood available to
weekend, ax they have frequent- everyone is the bank's primary
this area,"
purpose
ly in the post.
Instead, the blood bank relies
Dan now divides his time be
The situation has reached such
proportions that a volunteer at on personal appeals tv the pub- tween his studies and his duties
the? King County Central Blood lic, particularly to the youth of as a representative.In the mompages 1, 2. & 3
Bank was overheard comment- the area. "We try to educate Ing he attends his clusses. In
ing to her fellow workers, "We'll young people to the Idea that the afternoon he makes forays
Official publication for students atirfidlnß the Northwest «. uihollc
Editorial and
have to start donating blood our- this, is something they not only into his district to talk with his High School Pres» Workshop. February 16-17. IMB.
should do but have tn do for the constituents. He also reads gov- business nlticvs at Seattle University. 825 Tenth Avc , Seattle. Wash.
selves pretty soon."
simple reason that they may ernment reports to keep pace 98122.
Page 1 Staff
HOWEVER, all signs point to need blood," said Dr.Donohue.
with national issues.
Editor Jerry Baldasty,Oonraßu Prep, Spokane.
an Increasing demand for blood.
Reporter*: Rick Alia. Seattle Prep; Monica Bell, Hnly Nnmet,
An ever -growing population and
THE BANK jipproaches people
O'DONNELL'S district has a
Jerry Cobb, Jwuit Htch, Portland; Christine Corbert, St.
new developments in surgery, individually, over the radio or large proportion of Negroes. Seaille;
Joseph. Yakitna; Mary Kay Hughes, Aquinas. Tncom.i; Dove KehtfcJ.
personal
a
basis.
operaopen-heart
on
door-to-donr
such as the
Some civil rights leaders con- Bellarmlne Prop. Tncomu; Don Mou, Loyola, Muuoula; Debbie
tion and kidney transplants, are Approximately 450 company or sider his appointment an affront Rommel.Marvcrest.Portland.
calling for more and more community pools furnish more to the Nogro community. They
Copy F.dltttn LouiseMcDonald, Holy Child. Portland.
Page 2 Staff
blood.
than 60 percent of its supply.
believe that because he is not
The third largest in the na- a Negro, ho cannot represent
Linda DuMofid. St. Leo's, Tacomn; Atslcfant Editor:
Dr. Dennis Donohue, director
Editor:
Kn!hryn Lohbeck, St. Mnry of the Valley. Beavertnn, Ore.
of <he Blood Bank, expressed tion, the King County Blood their community.
Krporter»: Hull Bocci. Scrra Catholic. Salem; Ted Cumich.
concern over the alwence of do- Bank Is different from most. It
disagrees.
represent
"I
Seattle Prrp Phil Hale. Blanchet. Seattle; Bill Kocnlg, Jesuit High.
nors (o fill this need. The aver- is not affiliated with <!iy hos- nilDan
just
people,
not
select Portland; Charlotte Lorkin Aquino*, Tacoma. Michnelccn McAlpine,
the
age citizen does not recognize pitals, but deals directly with groups."
He feels that he does St. Joseph. Yaklmn; Tim Monohan. Central Catholic. Yaklmn; Barthe demand for blood, until he each patient.
have to be a Negro to un- barn Shipp. Holy Child. Portland; JwiU Tobin, Iluly Names, Seattle.
Mont of the supply is pre- not
himself needs a transfusion. "It
Copy Editor Mnry Jn While. Holy Names, Seattle.
the problems they
derstand
pfenning
to
preby
me,"
patients
Ls the
ordered
can't happen to
face,
Page 3 Staff
undergo surgery. In emergenry
vailing attitude.
Editor: Jeff Smith, Jesu t High. Portland; AnUtnnt Editor: DonNevertheless, the answer to
cases, hlnod is rushed to the
Hubl.ari!, Immaculate, Seattle.
the question. "Do you think you na Reporter*:
CONCERN will not alter the hospitals via speeding cabs.
Juan Fread. St. Loo's. Tocoma: Doris Guenef SL
good
being
a
of
donor,
charier
strict policy of the center. Dr.
To qualify as a blood
a have
Mary of th* Valley. Benvertwn. Ore., Mark Lljek. Seattle Prop; Pat
brought
Donohue asserted. "We could person must be between the elected in November?"
Puuli, Loyola, MissouJa; Tr«se Prydc, Holy Names, SentUe; Ned
use dollars as a stimulus. The ages of IB and 60, and in rea- the answer, "Yes. a very good Walsh. Control CathikJlc. YukJmn; Mike DeVltis, Blanche*, Seattle.
Copy Editor: Kathy McCarthy. Murycn»t, Portland,
chance."
bank could buy blood, but its sonablygood health.
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/^ne of our favorite views of Seattle is this scene looking south from Queen
Hill.The Space Needle is prominent in the foreground with Mount
Rainier looming in the distance. It is refreshing to pause and reflect on this

BAnne

tranquility.

\ PRANCE

preprinting

3104 western Avenue

"

Seattle 98121

at Grange Printing take pride in producing this issue of the STUDENT
\\7e
VV

PRINTS. We appreciate the good efforts of all the students who wrote
the articles, took the pictures, and designed the page layouts. Theirshas been
an outstanding achievement.
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Theologian Expresses
Have You Seen This Man? Views on New Church
S.U. Wants You
By NICK SCITEET7

Admissions,

Mr. Evich stated

SeattlePrvp
that itudefUa nre accepted oji
The professors nml staff of Se- the basis of three qualifications.
attle University are generally The first is the accumulative
known ;u> people devoting their grade point.
entire lives t» the training nf
th«: minds of cnllrgians,
PEOPLE who huvr a
However, in this number there 2AMOST
or above are accepted.
is one who works not wifli colThere ore those, however,
lege students but rather with who do not have the grades but
high school students.
have potential. They are acHe is Nfr Jerry Evich, head cepted on the basis of recomof the Department of High mendation from the school prinSchool Relations. A graduate of cipal, which is the second facRoosevelt High School In Seat- tor in acceptance.
tle, Mr.Evich has n Bachelor of
The third qualification is the
Arts in history from the UnJver- Scholastic Aptitude Teat. The
aity of Washington, und was n risk of potential "dmpouts" is
student counselor at a high

school near Seattle before his

present occupation.

ALTHOUGH Mr. Evich's office is in the William Pigott
Building, ho spends half of his

minimized by the first qualifi-

cation and tiie fact that a $11)
application fee is required.

MR. EVICH found that people who want a Catholic education procure one despite high
costs, TTigso students are also
uided financially by the .school
and other sources. This is exemplified in this yenr'* freshman
class at S.V., of which 35 per
cent arc receiving aid.
"The high sophist tention of
high school seniors." Mr. Evich
said, "is one of the most important things which 1 have learned

from my job."

Graduate Returns
As Students' Dean
Mrs. McDougall has found tliat
dte old cliche, "girts so to college
only to find a husband," Is
"The cullcrc has chanced tremendously uince I was here in false.
1962," reminisced Mrs. Mary
"MOST PEOPLE come In colLee McDougull, the new assistant dean uf womitn at Seattle lege to further their education
and others hope to find a new
University.
life. Out, if the opNow that she has returned to type of soctnl
presents itself, some
her alma mater as its firs: portunity
married. Of course, the
assistant dean of women, Mrs. do get
are
not the only ones who
Sirls
primarily
McDoucall works
as
'scouting,' Many of th« male
an adviser. She summarized her are
too," she
duties by tuyiiiK. "I'm here to students are guilty,
nbserved.
remind the students of certain
For those planning to Attend
necessities and tv offer helpful
college.
" Mrs. McDouruu" sugsuggestions.'
gest* ,. an output of sincere
"USUALLY THE commuting effort both -socially -and acaBy CECELIA CARLSON
Marycnut, Portland

.

Phnln hy Maria Trefrvvn,
Aquinas, Taeoma
JERRY EVICH
time traveling In different high
schools throughout the Pacific

Northwest. At these schools, he
promotes Seattle University und
mnkes available all possible Information concerning the (school.

students and the resident stu-

their own unifydents
ing activities," she stated, "so
1 only need tv go over th« fine
points with them."
Mrs. McDougall believes that
"UK* commuting utuuVnt hns defpromote

inite advantages The change la
scenery helps to break up the

demically."

By DAVE SHEETS, Jcmill High, Pnrlland
SIIFRRY MUCH. Scrru Calhflltc, Salem

Many college students feel that a man, to bo religious, doesn't need the Church, according to a recent
survey by Fr. John Fenrson, 0.P., a noted Seattle University theologian.
He surveyed Catholic seniors at both Seattle U. and
the University of Washington.
the lt;-l!i age group it in the
preaching
and tinging. He reAlthough 97 per cent of
(hnt the music and s«rtnnrked
respondthe 17. W. students
mons should he pitched to ttie
ed compared to 87 per cent younger level.
of the Seattle U. students,
Father Fearon also stated that
ir was found that Seattle there lias been a leveling off of
U student*; attended Mass, re- lite differences of the Catholic
ceived Communion and attend- population of the United States.
ed confession more frequently There are no longer very religious or very irreligious
than the U.W. students.
A survey of adults, college groups, but a form tit moderaund teenagers, taken in Blessed tion lias taken place in religious
Sacrament parish in Seattle by societies.
Father Fearon, revealed that
FATHER'S TIfEORY on tht
teenagers tend to be more dissatisfied with their religion than need for more priests Is that
huge blocks of the population
their parent*.
were never meant to enter the
THIS SURVEY showfd that religious orders. He bases this
teenagers attend Mass only 90 theory on rho fact that large
amounts of work now dona by
per cent of the time.
the cterßy could be don«r easily
What i* the muse of this dis- l»y
laymen.
.sutisfactlon with the Church?
claims, "A* long as then*
He
Arrording (n Father Fearon,
surplus of priotf thi«y will
i.i
n
"the Church has made no efunder th«fort to roach the teenagers, und be doing everything
teaching
includes
sun."
Tnil
they oHildn'l care less."
printing mrwspapers and doin^
THIS AGE GROUP is unim- clerical work.
"Priests (Should pet out of the
pressed by reforms, and being
religious may never mean tv dull, routine j«»o« and gn whi-r*
them what Tt meant tci (heir they ure needed," Father Fearparents. Father Fearon feels on says "This Ir. nlso applicable
that thi; mnln dissatisfaction in to nuns."

Editorials

Clergy's Involvement Requires Test

The clergy shares the* responsibillies of
and exposes him to
various opinionu and ideas. citizenship with ull Americans. It would
Therefore, be cannot beconm
' too be unreallsilc to en-poet them to remain
one-sided in his thinking.1
.silent On contjrovenslal political and soSHE ALSO TRIES to discour- cial Issues, particularly if v moral quesvate colleges, l-'mm September
age
the popular enncent that all tion is involved.
to the first of tho year, Mr.
Evich had visited 270 high the activities are in the donna.
Although this involvement Is indeed
schools, of which 193 were out M.my of the commuting students nppraprinte, il
must not exceed the
of suite. In fact. 35 per cent of seem to feel that they nre misshounds
of
decorum.
ing
uut
on
the
social
events
S.U. students; are from out of
state. Most of these arc fmm offered by the resident hall&,
California, but Oregon, Hawaii but Mrs. NfcDoiignll does not
TAKE FOR EXAMPLE the ca«o of Fr.
and Montana contribute a good agree with this thinking.
James Groppi. Father Groppi, n priest of
number.
The dorm regulations vary the Milwnukee Archdiocese, is concerned
with the classes Mm. McDou- with the sensitive issue of open housing.
WHEN AT htgfc schools, Mr. fj.ill mentioned that "the older
Evich impresses the students girls are entrusted with mure To accomplish his goal or equal housing
with S.U.s fine liberal urts and responsibilities and are entitled for the city's minorities,he hns led nightto more frtcdoin."
philosophy programs.
ly marches through a riot-threatened
As director on the Board nf
As assistant dean of women, Milwaukee in violation of a legitimate
court injunction.
No one can argue with Father Groppt's long-range objective: social Justice.
Six weeks ago. in Eartcro
Washington, he represented S.U.
.it .i college conference, He also
frequently attends P.T.A. meetings as a representative of pri-

monotony
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Cdiiar in chief: Robert Mack, Bellnrmlne Prep, Tactrrau.
Managing Editor: Carol RiddrU, Holy Angel*. Sennit
Kdliorml board: Qrigittn Schorr, St. Joseph's. Yakima; Allen
Frei, Si. Gertrude's, Oiiiociwwkl. Iduhu; John MeMuhan. Bellarmlne
Prep. Tacomn.
Ar«ls<: Dave Ki-nuun. BtMJaimlnc Prep, Tncomo
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Photographer*: Tim Surro. Seattle Prep: Malt McCdrmlsk, St.
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.If-sult High, f'nrtlitnil.
Dottier. Blanchet, Seattle; Mike O'Dimnell,Idaho;
Ken Heaota. St. Gertrude*. Cuttonwaod,
Maria Treleven,
Aquiniu, Tacuma. Pam Purris. Holy Child, Portland; Rick McDonald.
Bi'lliirminp Hr&p, Tacnmo
Page 5 Staff
Editor: Barb Downs. Holy Namos. Shuttle; Asikitam Editor; Jan
Alhrip.hr. S«. Mary's, Toledo. Wu*h.
Reporters: Cecelia Carlson, Mnrycrr«i, Portland; Nick Schrittx.
.lonttlc Prrp; Dnvc Sheet*. Jesuit High, Portland; Sherry Much, Serra

Press Fills Readers Diet
Caters to20thCenturyMan

In the past, the Catholic press has
limited iUielf to safe, uncontroverstal doctrines and Issues.
Realistically siicuklng, it little influenced the daily lives of Its readers.
Only recently has the Catholic press begun its emergence from this Ineffectual
past. We heartily acclaim this new attitude.
Calhulic, Salem.
The modern Catholic reader must have
Citpy Editor: Pal Hf..tn St. Lw'j, Tacnmo.
diet of timely issues that afa
constant
Page S Staff
Editor: Su Carpenter, Marycnrst, Portland: Assistant Editor: fect him novv, in the 20th century. If
1.Iml.i Petrarca, Aquinas, Tacomu.
he cannot get this from the Catholic
Repurtunt; Murthu Mi-Dont'll, Holy Angels, SeaKlu: Sue Noliisch, press or other Christinn-oriented sources,
Sorra Uitholic, Salem; Janet Kracu. 5«. Joseph, Yakima; Karen Funlie will turn to secular and sometimes
ston. St. Loo's, Tacomd; Jeunie Sidgely. Holy Names, Seattle; Moili
Talevlrh, Holy N.imev Scnttlo; Keona Slaliy, Havre Central, Hnvrv. bartinrir publications.
Mont.
Like rill Catholic journalists, we iniisi
Page 7 Staff
constantly aware of our responsibility
be
Editor JOUttli MMUHA, BMncbOt, Seattle.
Assistant Edltnrt Molll Talevich, Hiily Names, Seattle.
to tlie reader. Our publications- mot!
Copy Editor: Judy Cailagh-in, Si, Mary'c, Tolodo, washserve nnl only to Inform but also to
Reporter*: Alicia Comituck, Holy Name*, ScMdlr. Chuck Gordon.
guide.
They must be both realistic and
Gon/agn Pn-p. Spokane; Mary Ellen Murun. Holy Names, Spokane,
Anilu Munju«, Murycrest, Portland; Gun.'v Fuuts, St. Martin's, GJytn- Catholic.
-BKIGm A SCHF.RK. St. Jnscph'n, Yoklmu
pia; Carole Ruhoff. St. Gertrude's. Cottonwood, Idaho.

But his actions, particularly his violation
of the court order, could seriously damIB the important public acceptance of
th. church and bar teachings.

THE CLERGY of the Catholic Church
Amprlea should always be aware of
one fact: Roman Catholics constitute h
minority In Ihe United States.
Objective views, fairly expressed, can
only enhance the position of the Church
as a moral force and effective teacher.
But questionable and excessively emoion-ridden
moral pronouncements may
1
serve to cancel any constructive force
emitted by the Church.
in

—JOHN McMAHON, BHlarmme Prep, Taeonw

Cheering Energizes;

Violence Demoralizes
The student, besides fulfilling his responsibility to learn, has the duty to exercise school spirit during inter-scholaßfic activities, but this spirit should not
he carried to the extreme.
tt is true that In ail these activities,
and especially sports, there is sometimes
one side, or even both, that engages in
verbal violence. But this should not lead
the students to physical violence.
WHEN THIS violence occurs the students seem to put their responsibilities
to their school and tv themselves In the
background.
Later, when asked why they went to
such unnecessary measures, the reason
given centers around the fact, that they
were "sticking up for their BChool."
ONE OF THE main objectives of a
school is to build responsible men and
women. The next time fans have the urge
to carry out physical violence It would be
wise for them to consider ihe fact that
they nre In school to become responsible.
—ALLEN FREI. SI. Gurtrude's, Co* innwood, Idaho
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Fashions Focus

on Femininity

, ,
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By JANET KRAN7,Se. Joseph. Yaklma

SEENA SLABY,Havre Central. Havre, Montana
fix f;i.vhi'>n horoscope forecasts the new look
in feminine fashion. A spokesman for the Bon
Marche in Seattle
foresees styles that "shape in
"
l;ire
spring.
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skirts swing with softly gathered

" Wrap-arounds sport tunic panels.
* Feminine shaping forms small shoulders
°°
" and delicate al suit nes
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JUNE ALMQUIST

* Pant-dresses sleek down from sporty jump-

\
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Photo by MattMcCarmlck. St. Martin's. Olympic

suits to full-length tunic pant ensembles.
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Times Are Changing;
June Almquist —Leads
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Versatile ruffles add a feminine touch, trimming pleated French bibs, silk cuffs, and sfandup c ars
-Bright,

opaque

strapltng sandals.

hose compliment kicky

gagements used to be the core
of the women's section. Today,
from back swept berets
JF.ANNIE SEDGELY
it is only one of the three vital
t0 African safari hatSl
Holy Names,Seattl*
parts. The "meat and potatoes"
"Maybe women can't bo astro- stories, those of club activities,
Set your sights on individualism this spring. nauts, but they specialize in just are becoming more important
about every other field." So be- as female organizationsplay an
Fashion is alive and going places!
gins June Almqmst's explana- Increasingly active role in totion of the broadened coverage
day's society. "But the real
of women's news. And she stories are the features about
she's editor of women who are involved In the
should know
the Women's News page of The changing times."
Seattle Times.
June Almquist is one of those
The statuesque blonde said,
In 1946. Mrs. Almquist
women.
becoming
"Since women are
the
more widely acknowledged in was the first girl editor of
such fields as medicine. law, University of Washington Daily.
politics, and science, there is "Due to the war. there was an
of male species on camno reason why they shouldn't be absence
pus. Consequently, Iwas chofeatured in today's papers.
sen. When the boys got back,
society
pages
ca- they weren't too happy about
"THE OLD
tered to the elite who enjoyed it.
seeing their names in print, and
SEVENTEEN years of work
to the poor Janes and (ied-down
mothers who liked to share in on the Times staff has proven
the glamor of the Van Snoots, to Mrs. Almquist that a degree
Now women are experiencing in journalism is best to have in
opportunities and careers never communication fields. Imporbefore opened to them, and to- tant is a general knowledge of
day's readers want to hear ill fields, to prevent a women's
section from becoming one of
about it."
Public service weddings, en- "miniature specialists.
By KAREN FUNSTON

" Millinery ranges

St. Leo's, Tacomn

—

—

Corps Offers Advancement; S.U. Hosts East African Superior
Coeds Enlist As Army Nurses Sister To Complete Degree
By SUENOSBISCH

Serra Catholic, Salem

Why should young, vibrant,

intelligent girls join the Army
Nursing Corps?
Mary Jo Beaumont, Seattle
University senior and HMiS
homecommg queen, and Marilyn Dube. who was recently voted second place Student Nurse
of the Year for Washington
State, feel the Army's program
offers young nurses many opportunities.
MARY JO, now a second lieutenant, entered the program this

year on the advice of friends
already in the program.
Marilyn, though not in the
Army now. plans to enter when
she graduates in August. "1
can't think of any other place
where i can get such marvelous
opportunities for travel and advancement with such pay," she

.said.

THE ARMY program offers
full tuition scholarships and
fees, with a commission of second lieutenant six months before graduation, in return for
two years of nursing corps serv-

ice.
Applicants for the program
must attend an accredited
school of nursing, have a grade

point average of 2.3. j<ood health
and high moral character.
After their graduation, both of

the

yiiii ii;: nurses will attend a
five-week "boot camp"; Ivkiry
Jo at Fort Sam Houston, and
Marilyn at Denver, Colo.

Exercise Class
Catches Interest

By

MARTHA McDONEI.I.

Holy Angels, Seattle
Ecumenism is nothing new to
the people of Uganda, East Af-

rica, accordin" to Sister Mary

Vincent.

taught the people group participation in the dialoffiie forms of
public worship." The nuns in
Uganda will not need to shorten
Hum habits for they have always dressed similarly lo the
women of their country. {All
married women in Uganda wenr

Sister Vincent, the newly
elected mother superior of the
Daughters of Mary, an all-Af- long
rican order with 600 members,
said "The early missionaries

dresses.)

BEING ELECTED to the high-

By MOI.LITALEVICH
Holy Names, Scntilc

You miKht say they're the
speediest girls on campus today.
But that's because they're members of the Canadian Air Force
Exercise class.
The new class, taught by Miss
Catherine Green, assistant professor of physical education at
S.U., has attracted fifteen enthusiastic pupils
THE EXERCISES are speci
I'ied in a Canadian Air Forc-i:
manual. They are actually basic
exercises that become more difficult after a period of practice
and work-out. The course begins
with dieting aid, primary exercises and eventually builds up
to the more advanced calisthen-

ics.
Continued practicing at home
and at school Is the secret to
success
and to feeling great
(after the first few weeks).

—

est position in her

order was a

doiihle honor for Sister because
she has been 11.000 miles from
home (or over three years.
Sister, a student at S.U.,
learned of her appointment via
telegram fhi3 summer and commented, "i was very surprised
and honored." She returned to
her home last August for a brief
visit to become acquainted with
her duties.
Sister returned to Seattle to
complete work for her education
degne, which she will receive
in June and will then return to
Uganda to take up her her duties as mother superior.
Sister speaks French and English besides her native dialect.

WHILE IN Seattle, she is on
a scholarship given by Seattle
University and the Sisters of
Chanty of Providence.
Sister Vincent came to the
United States for her college
education because there is only
One university in Uganda and
the Daughters of Mary are

.striving to give their sisters a

SISTER MARY VINCENT

Photo by Mary Kay Riddvll. Holy

diversified education.
There are four other members
of the Daughters of Man' ;it
S.U., one majortnji in education,
and three In business. While in
Seattle,

Angela. Seattle

SlttOf

is staying at

Providence Heights in Issaquah.
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Controversial Critic

The Tournament's Over

Our Prints Conquers All Confronts Challenges
AT AN awards banquet, three
awards were given for the top
papers. Various editors and
writers, together with the photographers, also received recognition for their work on Student
Prints.

The jobs of these diligent
journalists ranged from photographing a ferry on Pugec
Sound, to the awesome prospect of interviewing the governor, tii si uving away at a confining desk as a page editor.
But regardless of each delegate's specific job, there was
one unifying factor: that Allimportant DEADLINE.
THIS UGLY monster threatened everyone throughout the
workshop. Four minutes to go
and who was the last primeminister of Canada? Throe minutes
to go—^and you haven't finished
your hamburger! Two minutes
to go— and you're late for your
Interview! One minute to go—
and your story's not written}

—

ONE WEARY writer wasn't
enthusiastic at 12:25 a.m.
"All I've done for 12',{. hours is
make phone calls and run
around." be said.
Bob Mack, editor-in-chief, offered this comment at 7 p.m.
Friday: "It aHfrseems disorganPhoto by Chris Petrich. Bellarmine. Tacoma ized right now, and Ihope it
DEADLINE AND DELEGATES
turns out well but at this point
alt Ican do is hope."
By ALICE COMSTOCK.
newspaper. Student Prints.
Holy Name! Academy, Seattte
BUT PERHAPS the most
CHUCK GORDON,
"THEWORKSHOP," said Mike
Goruaga Prep, Spokane
Parks, a former S.U. Spectator graphic evaluation of the day's
came from the student
THE TIME? The short editor and presently a reporter activities
journalists
themselves:
Times,
"gives
Seattle
the
The
24 hours between February tot
put out a paper like this
opportunity to roll up
kids
an
"To
16 and 17.
their sleeves and accomplish in only two days is a real acTHE SCENE? Seattle something really practical."
complishment." said John SchafUniversity Campus.
In addition to publishing Stu- hausen, Gonzaga Prep. Spokane,
AND WHAT HAPPENED? A dent Prints, the delegates at- one of the sports writers.
total of 137 student journalists tended lectures on racial conNed Buchman, St. Martin's,
from four Northwest stales met flict, drugs und consumer pro- said, "It was fun. and Ireally
Several
students
formed
at the Eighth Annual Northwest tection.
enjoyed the panels and friendly
criticized various criticism."
Catholic High School Press panels and newspapers.
Workshop to publish a 12-page high school
As the workshop wore on, the
journalists wore out. But exhaustion was no excuse for not
producing a good newspaper. It
had been done before
and
it was done again: Student
Prints, '681
$0

Wicked Witch Lives
In Rep's Production

roles.
Television was relatively new
to the American scene when
Miss Hamilton appeared in "Omand other T.V. series.
Remember ttM Wicked Witch nibus"
She
feels
that present-day techof the West in the "Wizard of niques tend
to make the actor
Oz?"
lose
"feel"
for the stage,
nia
Hamilton,
Margaret
a
Miss
worry
no
about making
With
past
lady of the thrator Tor the
"hair-raising"
mistakes,
the
ex50 y<rars, radiated pleasure as
of the actor lire lost.
she recalled playing that role. [x-rit'oces
For example, television actors
must
fill or cut time, depending
MISS HAMILTON la In Seattle
scheduling of commeron
the
to take part in «wo productions
Repertory
at the Seattle
Theater. She is appearing as t'iv batty Mrs. M;ilaproi> in "The Rl■;i!s," as well as the nurse in
"The Father."
The actress began her career
CAROLE RUHOFF.
St. Gertrude's, CnMonwood, Idaho
By GAREY FOUTS,
St. Martin's. Olympla
By

ter

with a leading part in a hiph

school play. Finding it exciting,
Miss Hamilton decided to bo
into the theater. Her family objected to this idea, so she cli
vided her time between teaching kindergarten and acting.
w.iM

shared the stage are Katherinc
Hopburn and Spencer Tracey
in "State of the Union," Henry
Fonda in "The Moon's Our
Home," Mickey Rooney in
"Stalemate." and W. C. Fields
in "Little Chickadee."

Miss Hamilton commented
that she had no favorites amonß
rhe many roles she has performed. She said, hOWftVST, th:tt playing Captain Andy's wife in
"Showboat" was one of her bet-

WITCH WITCH?
cials. Cutting directors

use hand
signals to Inform those Dn stage
of the time situation.
SHE DEFINED television as
"wonderful, vital and exciting."
though she felt it "has deterior-

ated into old movies and serials."
"Learn by doing" is Margaret
Hamilton's key to success, and
by all appearances, she took it
to heart.

Rick McDonald, Bellarmlne. Tacoma

—

Abracadabra:

Happiness Is a Sleight Of Hand
By MARY ELLEN MORAN.
Holy Name*, Spokane

"Forget the books," is the "I
of Seattle magician Chris

vice

DiJulio.
To be a magician, all that

is

needed is another magician,
personality plus, and "patient
practice, practice."
"You gotta be half nuts first
—it helps," says Di Julio.
Wearing his turban, he per

forms shows of misdirection,
sleight of hand and manipulation. With these he entertains
his audience, admitting, "I work
hard— and get a lot of laughs."
WORKING all over the West.
he performs for $25. $350 or
nothing an evening
he takes
whatever his "employers" can
give. Among his performances
are those for charities, for the
Pholn by Ftannie Hlggina, St. Leo's, Tacoma
mentally retarded. Cub Scouts
and the Jesuit Fathers, in whom POPIH Chris DiJulio pulls tail of ballon pup to produce
he has special interest
a perky poodle.
When asked how he got startTo be a magician, 'he said, spectacular tricks needed pained in his magic hobby. Di Julio
said that about 40 years ago he one must have sincerity, deter- ful practice: the Great Houdini's
visited his uncle in Palm mination and enthusiasm, since ! .i i Indian needle trick. He
Springs, where he encountered it takes a long time to become puts needles and thread in his
mouth, drinks a glass of water
many magic acts, including Ed- good.
"You have to be good— you and pulls the needles out threadgar Bergen's. Watching, learninfr and practicing, he achieved have to have confidence," he ed.
such skill that today he is good said.
Painful as it may be, practice
Because personality counts, is worth it. Di Julio takes his
enough to share his talent v.tl>
develops
a magician
his own work seriously— to make people
others.
TEACHING others his tncks lint? of "patter." A story must happy. Anticipating an net, hcdemands patience. An attractive be practiced 20 times and cut s.aid:
student now surpasses him In a down before the punchline
"I can't wait to get there— l
card trick. No one, however, comes out perfect. Di Julio emget
phasized.
a bang out of making people
technique,
Di Julio mainhas his
happy."
more
magician's
One of the
tains.

—

HER FIRST professional role

a choice part in "Another
Language." Miss Hamilton later
made a film of the same name
with Robert Montßomery. Other
"greats" in the field of show
business with whom she has

.. .

l>ho(o by

DYNAMIC INTERPRETATION: Rolf Stromberg,' arts
critic for the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, emphasizes the
importance of critics to interpert the value of art.
By ANITA MARQUEZ
interwoven culture.
Marycrest, Portland
In the modern world of ten"I learn something "new every sions and pressures, art is on
day, and It's glorious, said Rolf outlet. Persons should learn to
art should talk to
Stromberg, arts critic for the appreciate
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, com- them. In art there must be room
menting on his profession.
for failure, trial and error.
The dynamic critic is strongly
This controversial critic claims
that there is no strict definition opinionated about the problems
of art, as many think. Art is an that plague society.He contends
individual feeling about the that Americans arc obsessed
world, the future and mankind, with quantity rather than
blended by purpose, form and quality.
luality
content.
Critics need to expose quality,
he asserts. A critic sees art a*
STROMBERG elaborated on adequate or inadequate; he
the art forms of movies and the seeks the meaning derived from
theater. Movies, he said, repre- it.
"Critics serve a twofold pursent the society that produces
them. As society matures and pose," Stromberg continued.
becomes better educated it has "They educate and they chalmore leisure time to take an lenge.They interchunge ideas in
open debate."
honest look at life.
The human mind, he empha"Society is seeking truth,"
Stromberg said. "Yet the Amer- sized, is at one's disposal.
ican suburban culture is deprived because it is not given
"ITS FASCINATING, he said.
the opportunity to mix with all "There is no greater"adventure
elements of society, including than that of the mind
Insummarizing his philosophy
the poor and the colored."
"Movies should talk to you the critic concluded:
about you," be added.
"You live one life and you see
The theater also analyzes so- the world in one way. But art
ciety, the critic explained. It gives you another view, and
tries to explain that there are then you have a better perno simple answers to a highly speciive."
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Versatile Newsman
Tells It Like It Is'
By GERRY MacCAMY, Seattle Prep
The world of radio has many interesting personalities. One
of these is Chuck Bolland,KJR news director, who is better known
for his cutting sports editorials on anything from Wilt Chamberlain'sheight to Cassius Clay's draft status.
In an interview yesterday, Bolland was hardly the "tough
guy" who is so familiar to KJR listeners. The high-pitched monotone which characterizes his radio comments was gone. After the
how-do-you-do's,he got down to business.

THE 26-YEAR-OLD Bolland thinks highly of most Northwest
Although the average KJR listener is 22, he said, the
station does not ignore the adolescent. "I was a teenager myself
once," he added.
At 16, Bolland already was interested in broadcasting. He
took a variety of courses at many universities, including Gonzaga in Spokane, so today he's a jack-of-all-trades. Now he is
taking a course at Highline Community College on film production.
teenagers.

BOLLAND LIT A cigarette. "No, Idon't write all my editorials," he explained. "Pat O'Day, Lan Roberts and Jim Martin,
all KJR DJ's, help."
Due to a lack of good material lately, Bolland said he has not
delivered any verbal blasts. But he said he will be back at it in
about a month when he thinks there will be more

to write about.

"People used to write saying how awful Iwas, but now that I've
laid off, they want me back," be added.

ACCORDING TO Bolland, victims of the broadcaster's criticism rarely strike back. "No, they usually ignore me," he said.
"If they retaliated, you can guess what Iwould do."
Bolland, though a jazz enthusiast, still had praise for the

Beatles and the Righteous Brothers. The Monkees? "A farce,"
he exclaimed.
Bolland emphasized that the purpose of his editorials is to
provide a different outlook for the intelligent listener. "Reading
the sports pages of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer is like reading
the sports pages of a high school newspaper. If a quarterback
fumbles the ball five times, why not say it? Enough of this beating around the bush. You've got to tell it like it is."

. ...

Northwest News

Progress

Stressed
By ALLY NUSCHY,
Holy Child, Portland
ByKATHY RIFFLE,

Photo by Paul Kessinger, Ganzaga. Spokane

New state ferry Hyak sped by oldtlmer.

A weigh, Away From It All
By SUE KUDELKO
St. Mary of the Valley, Beaverton

GEORGE SANDERS
Jesuit High, Portland

It has become almost impossible for a man to escape the
many facets of America's large
cities, but for many Seattleites,
Washington's super-ferries offer

that escape.
The Washington State Ferry
System began its modernization
program in 1964. Since then the
ferry system has made tremendous gains. There are now 21
ferries serving seven routes and
18 terminals.

Pike Place Market
Merges Old and New

Serra Catholic, Salem

By JANE McNULTY,
Marycrest, Portland

Building programs, travel, a
merger and overall progress
sets the scene for Northwest
Catholic high schools. Catholic

Portland.

In mid-January, 30 girls from
Holy Child Academy in Portland
left for a week in California,
first visiting Los Angeles, then
San Francisco. This trip takes
place annually and is open only
to juniors and seniors.

Paris, Switzerland, Amsterdam
and London. They will return to
Salem through Canada.
Three high schools in Yakima,
Marquette, Central Catholic and
St. Joseph's, plan to merge. In
the consolidation, the Central
Catholic building will be remodeled and used to accommodate
a student body of about 700.
MUSICALS and plays will be
presented by many of the Cath-

olic high schools this year. "The

King and I" will be enacted by
Holy Child Academy, Portland.
Some of the other musicals that
will be presented are, "141 Abner" at Blanchet, Seattle; and
"The Mikado" by Jesuit High in

Portland.

THE MANY wooded islands
are visible from the stern of
the ferry. Large homes and
small resort cabins are nestled
against the hillsides. Many are

hidden behind trees.
Nearing Bremerton, the ferry
weaves in and out of the islands. Each show individual
"personalities." Certain islands
cast a shadowof loneliness; oth-

ARRIVING IN Bremerton,
passengers, bicycles and cars
depart. The ferry is left almost
entirely empty except for the
few people returning to Seattle.
On the returntrip, a few boats
bob on Puget Sound. Many are
small yellow tugs and huge
barges.
Approaching the mainland
commuters catch a glimpse of
the sun casting its crimson shadow on the snow-covered peaks
around Seattle.

As the ferry moves into its

slip, the day is complete, and
the traveler returns to the bustle of city life that has vanished
for a few short hours.

By ROSANNE

dertaken by St. Mary's Academy in Toledo, Wash., and a
new science laboratory is in the
planning stage at Jesuit High in

Serra is also sponsoring a fiveweek trip to Europe this summer. Fifteen students will tour
the United States before flying
from New York. Their first destination is Rome. Then comes

into the water.

tling village.
The shore of Bremerton becomes visible in the distance.
The small harbor provides a relaxing atmosphere as the vessel
rocks back and forth. The chill
of the late afternoon completes
the atmosphere.

Seattle's 'Miss' Is Real

education is expandingin many

kind.

hillside architecture. Commuters can see Alki Point slope

ers create the illusion of a bus-

Openness Urged:

areas.
St. Martin's High School in
Olympia, Wash., has just completed building a new complex
consisting of dormitory, cafeteria and swimmingpool. An extensive building project was un-

DOWN MEXICO way, the taco
houses will be invaded by 10 students of Spanish descent from
Serra Catholic High in Salem,
Ore. The 10-day trip is Serra
Catholic's first venture of this

ACCORDING to officials,
these ferries travel approximately 750,000 miles and make
about 180,000 landings yearly.
The Hyak, the ferry workshoppers traveled on, is the
largest super-ferry in the state.
With a cruising speed of 40
knots, she is the fastest vessel
in the fleet. The Hyak can carry 2,600 persons and 160 cars.
Debarking on the Hyak, passengers can see the entire city
of Seattle, from the old waterfront buildings to the modern

—PhtttoM by Mike O'Donnell, Jesuit, Portland

Dusk comes to the market.
By

MARY HANNICK.
Holy Angels, Seattle

andCATHI UHLORN,
St. Gertrude's, Cottonwood,Idaho

With whistle poised and ready
to blow, the white-haired policeman directed the traffic flow
in a pattern of orderly confu-

sion.
He is your introduction to
Seattle's Pike Place Public Market, prosperous landmark from
the city's earlier days.
In downtown Seattle, close
to the waterfront, the market is
a bustling place full of food
stalls,gift shops, art studios and
all kinds of people.
Yesterday, one grizzled shopkeeper, talkingaround the cigar
stub dangling from his lips,
stopped arranging oranges to inform reporters that he has
owned his shop for 55 years.
Across from his shop, a young
attendant patiently waited while
a seasoned customer chose from
among nine types of beans. In
yet another shop, a young man
selling vegetables called to customers like a circus barker.

WILSON.
St. Mary's Academy
Toledo, Wash.
Geneva Sawyer, Miss Teenage Seattle, thinks "Teenagers
should have a realization of the
happenings of today." She also
firmly advocates being oneself,
being "real."
Gena, 18, and a senior at Holy
Names, was "surprised" at having achieved the title. She had
decided to try for Miss Teenage
Seattle out of a spirit of adventure.
BLONDISH, BLUE-EYED Gena would like to attend Seattle
Seattle Universitynext yearand
hopes she will have a future in
pediatrics.
Since Gena's father is in the
service, she has been able to
travel extensively, whichshe enjoys. She also finds public
speaking a pleasure. Even in
private interviews her thoughts
are collected and she knows how
to present them in a concise and
to-the-point manner.
She believes the most important quality of an ideal person
is "openness." This means having an open mind and, most im-

Photo by Chris Petrich.
Bttlarmtne, 7'ocomo

Geneva Sawyer

an end. However, she feels it is
beyond her comprehension "why
people in America, knowing
there <ire American boys In
Vietnam, do not and will not
support them."
Gena has definite ideas on
teen-adult relationships and why
portant, a "people-next-door- they often are non-productive.
wide, city-wide and world-wide She thinks part of the problem
is the failure of both parties to
awareness.
GENA EXEMPLIFIED this give the other a chance for selfperfectly when she commented expression. Another great seton several controversial prob- back for better relationships is
lems of today. She would like to the lack of frankness among
see the war in Vietnam come to people, she believes.
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Tigers Outlast Panthers 79-75;
Prep Star Tops School Record
By JOHN I.OVF.JOY
Seattle Prop

JIM MACK

Hi ll.intil.ii' Pmp, Tnromu

Edmonds, dwspit" an siectfic
:; outburst by Ned
Delmorc, overcame a determin-

ed Seattle Prvp last aighl in \ht
Edmonds gym. 79-75. Oelmore.
only a junior, broke the school
"cord of 36 point* ■'■'
by Mike Gllteran last year.
"Thi-y'rc the nmnmgcsl learn
in tIH? league," said Prep coach
Jim Hnrney about the Edmonds
t*»«n»,

However. EdmoatK

ed the game setting up their
Shots to take a 21-14 lead.

IN THE FIRST three minutes
Prep committed five personal
fouls, while Edmonds took nine
minutes to be called for the
same number. Shooting 48.14
per cent from the Field, Edmonds left the court at halftime
with a 41-35 lead.
But Prep came back behind
Delmore's torrid shooting, to tie
the game at 45-all. From here
Edmonds took the lead for good,
stringing together 11 straight

Referee Views Sports
From Principal's Desk

points to run the score to 56-45.

WITH THREE minutes remaining in the third quarter,
both teams opened up their offense, matching basket for basket. The pace continued through
much of the fourth quarter. Edmonds then went into a stall
holding a nine-point lead with
2:03 left.
The Panthers battled back to
within three points behind Delmore's three straight free
throws due to a technical foul.
With 41 seconds left, Prep set
up Delmore on the inbounds
pass, but his attempt dribbled
off and Edmonds rebounded.
Unable to cause a turnover,
committed three fouls in
the closing seconds. Edmonds

Prep

capitalized on only one shot, but
it was enough to give them the
game.

By JIM FREELEY. Si Martini., Olympin

DELMORE scored 26 of his 42
second half. He
also made 14 out of 15 free
throws. Before the game, Bill
Medin, Edmonds' coadh, was
asked how he would defense
Delmore. He replied: "I don't
feel Delmore is that much of a
threat."
Edmonds' balanced attack
previous year's contest. He said "revengeplayed an important part proved to be the difference. Five
in the trouble."
Tigers scored in double figures.
Tom Gormon and Jake Moser
THIS IS ONLY one of many factors contributing to the problem. turned in outstanding performFidler stressed that the students are greatly influenced by their en- ances, with 18 and 19 points revironment and pick up many of their ideas from the more mature
persons around them.
Garfield includes students from various races and backgrounds
and as a result, is a mixture of ideologies and philosophies.Fidler
said, "Some favor Black Power, others the NAACP, and still others
the Ku Klux Klan." These conflicting beliefs are the major obPAT CONNELLY,
stacles.
Gonzaga Prep, Spokane
However, other Metro League schools share the same afterJIM MACK,
game problems. These fights occur mainly because "young people
Bellarmine Prep, Tacoma
believe that anything that excites them is good. This is destructive
"I've gained personal
— conand wrong."
fidence, self-assurance"
that
Fidler went on to say that many of the outbursts are "over- is how Pat Van Wolverlaere
played"by the press.
sums up her experiences in
track.
WHEN ASKED if he thought that switching the remaining
As a star hurdler, Pat's talent
games to the afternoon would help, Fidler replied, "I hope so," was first noted in the ninth
but continued, "there will be more and more crises unless people grade by her present coach,
attempt to reason." He spoke calmly while striking out at those Ron Sorkness. "He's been a
who are indifferent to the problem and are "running away to the father to me," she said. "I
suburbs."
wouldn't be anywhere without
Is there a solution the problem of after-game riots? According him."
to Mr. Fidler, "it will be a long time before it is solved, but hope,
faith and belief in human beings, will help."
PAT, A SOFT-SPOKEN 17-yearJOHN LOVE JOY. Seattle Prep
Refereeing and running a school does not seem to be a likely
match. But Frank Fidler, the new principal at Garfield High School,
combines his experience in both fields to criticize the recent outbreaks of violence at the Metro League High School games.
Fidler stepped into the top spot at Garifeld only three weeks
ago and describes his job as "quite taxing."
Refering to the recent outbust at the Garfield-Ballard game,
Fidler emphasized that Ballard students had started fights at the

points in the

—Student Print*photo by Jim Sarro, Seattle Prtp.

SEATTLE PREP'S Stan Bakun goes up for two while
Edmonds' Pete Frame strains to block the shot and Bakun's team mate, Steve Krause, looks on. The game was
player] at Edmonds on Friday night.
spectively. Gormon was espe- points. He was the only other
cially aggressive on the boards. Panther, besides Delmore, to
Stan Bakun contributed 14 score In double figures.

Teenager AwaitsOlympics

and third in the 80-meter hurdles. "My best race was the
50-meter hurdles in Washington,

D.C., during August, 1967. "My
winning time was 6.4 seconds"
(the world record is 6.3).
Last week the Renton Highschool senior finished second in
a Seattle race, missing the

PAT VAN WOLVERLAERE
old blonde, is ranked first in the
nation in the 200-meter hurdles

Patterson First:

Kirkman Eyes Chance at Boxing Crown
day scraps. It was then that
his father directed Boone's talent to the gym, where he became the student of Marino Guing. Kirkman has carried his
boyhood ambitions into the ring
today. Hard work and dedication have made him Renton's
hero.

BOONE WILL take his 19-1
record to St. Louis on February

—

29 to fight Mike Lanum. This
seems to be just another step in
Hurley's process of preparing
Boone for upcoming fights. Probably his foremost test will occur
some time inMayagainst Floyd
Patterson in Madison Square
Garden, Hurley announced yesterday to the expectant Kirkman. Hurley declared, "When
the people in the Garden see
him they'll say, 'who is that
"

Jack Hurley commented that
Kirkman "electrifies the crowd
with his slam-bang tactics."
Hurley, who is famous not only
in the Northwest but allover the
nation for his training and has
been writtenabout in Life, Look
and Sports Illustrated, says he
adjusts Kirkman to every opponent, adapting Boone's power in
the best way.

WHEN ASKED if she would
mind participating in the sexuality-determininghormone tests
which are now needed to compete in international events, she
answered, "It doesn't bother
me."Commentingon the trouble
the Russian Press sisters have
had with the test, she added,
"there has always been the suspicion that the Press sisters
were the Press brothers."
Pat has loved track and has
THE DEACON says the reason "Clay was never beaten was gained many friends from it.
because nobody knew how to
" But above all, she loves the
competition and plans to comfight him. He (Kirkman) would!
Kirkman's main strategy is to pete in the Olympics this sumtake two-thirds of the ring from mer in Mexico.
"I have only reached half
his opponent and let him maneuver in one-third of the ring. of my potential," she insists.
This has proven effective in all Track fans can expect to hear
more of Pat Van Wolverlaere.
of his fights.

Student Prints

white terror, that white fire?'

Student Prints Photo by Frannie Higg9ns, St. Ijpo'*
FIGHTER AND TRAINER: Boono Kirkman confers at

KIRKMAN said that he is a
professional and when he is
ringside with manager Jack "Deacon" Hurley. Both an- physically ready he is mentally
ticipate a bout with Floyd Patterson this coming May, ready, because as he says, "Getin New York's Madison Square Garden, then possibly a ting 'up' is amateur stuff." As a
boxer Kirkman is always in top
chance a». the world heavyweight crown.
physical shape. His training
By MIKE FLYNN
some 200-pound prize fighter, habits are similar to any prize
Blanchet, Seattle
can be found in the old and din- fighter roadwork in the mornDOUG ADLER
gy Cherry Street gym, wherehe ing and sparring in the evening.
Central Catholic, Yakima
trains with quiet determination,
Since h is recent marriage,
Seattle's hope for the heavy- usually with his promoter, Dea- Boone has more responsibilities
hinging on his fights, with his
weight championship rests on con Jack Hurley.
the shoulders of Boone (Boom Kirkman's fighting experiecne wife Kris encouraging him in
Boom) Kirkman.Boone, a hand- dates back to his early school- his battles.

—

world record by a tenth of a
second.
Pat belongs to the Angels, an
amateur track club of Seattle.
There are twenty regular members in the winter months. In
the summer the number rises to
forty.
She trains four to five days a
week, two hours at a time.
"Southern California tracksters
have a distinct advantage," she
said. "They are able to train
year-round without worrying
about muscle injuries."
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Blanchet Scuttles Mariners
JOHN SCHAFHAUSEN
Gonzaga Prep, Spokane

By

The Braves of Blanchet defeated the Mariners of Sehome
64-60 last night in a game that
broke the eighth-place tie in the
Western Conference.
Sehome grabbed the opening
tip-off and immediately scored
on Kim Arnason's two-pointer.
This basket set the pattern of

Sehome's offense, as Arnason
kept hitting and finished with
32 points, over half of Sehome's
total.
Despite Arnason's shooting,
Blanchet broke away from a 3-3
tie early in the first quarter,
capitalizing on Sehome's mistakes. Sehome, working hard to
stop Blanchet, began committing fouls and Blanchet used the

bonus shots to gain a 19-9 first

quarter lead.

SEHOME fared better in the
second quarter. This can be attributed to their switch from a
zone defense to man-to-man and
use of a full-court press half
way through the quarter. This
change enabled Se'home to play
more consistent ball and lower

Indoor Track Meet Hurdles
Fiscal Barriers to $uccess
By GUY HANDLES,

Jesuit High, Portland

JOHN SCHAFHAUSEN,
Gonzaga Prep, Spokane

The Fourth Annual Seattle Invitational Track Meet
(February 3) yielded the
highest profit in the history of

the event. Jim Geraghty, president of the sponsoring Carroll
Club, stated that the meet this
year was played before a standing-room crowd of 11,000.
Each year the Carroll Club
sponsors the meet to gain funds
for the Catholic Youth Organization of the Seattle Archdiocese
and for the $1,000 scholarships
awarded to two Catholic high
school seniors in the Carroll
Club's Teen of the Year Contest.
The venture in the last three
years has contributed $23,000 to
the CYO.

ENTRANTS INCLUDE high
school students, college students
and AAU-sanctioned amateurs.
This year a team of Russians
also participated in the meet.
This was the first American
meet in two years that the Russians have taken part in, dropping their former boycott.
Geraghty commented that the
greatest benefit of the meet was
that the high school students
got to meet the world-champion

athletes.

Although this year no world
records were set, Mr. Geraghty

explained that "the excitement
of a close race is more enjoyable to the crowd than the run
away setting of a world record.
Gerry Lindgren's close finish
with the Russian was a real

the margin to eight points at the
half, 30-22.

The Sehome coach, Galen Rei-

ner, must have breathed some
fiery words to his warriors at

half time, as the Mariners came
out charged up at the start of
the second half. With two minutes left in the third quarter the
it
though
crowd pleaser even
Mariners had narrowed the
was a slower than average margin to only two points, but
race."
a Blanchet foul shot made the
third period score 43-40.
LINDGREN AND Soviet star
The fourth quarter was the FIELD GOAL ATTEMPT: Gary Williams (34) and Greg
Oleg Rajko thrilled the near wildest of the game. Blanchet
(42) of Blanchet try to block a shot by Sehome's
capacity crowd by staging a drove to another eight-point Sempel
relativelyslow, but exciting two- lead, but then two quick baskets Marty Kfljls.
Photo by Mike O'Donnefl, Jesuit. Porttand
mile exhibition. The race later with three minutes left brought
was labeled the high point of the it back down to four points.
evening by some observers.
The Carroll Club mentor beTHE FINAL two minutes was
lieves that the future of the a wild scramble up and down
event looks bright due to the in- the court, with Blanchet unable
creased following of the sport to pull away or Sehome able to
in this area. However, to some, catch up. The only scoring in
the prospects for next year's these final minutes were free
By JIM HEALY.
race seem somewhat dim now, throws on fouls resulting from
B«llarmlne Prcj>, T«coma
because of the Coliseum's heavy the hectic play.
all Ineeded was a ball
"It was the simplicity
A last-second basket by Arnascheduling of events and of
Fr,
Logan,
S.J.,
used these words to
Francis
clashing dates with events in son of Sehome made the final and a wall."
inhandball.
explain
why
he
became
interested
score 64-60.
Portland and Vancouver.
Father began playing the
sport In grammar school. After
frozen Spectacle:
many hours of practice with
his brothers, he became guile
proficient. Twice Father estab-

S.U. Priest Doubles
As Handball Champ
...

Novice Skaters Crack the Ice
By BILL GEORGE,
Loyola. Mlksoula, Mont.

MARK PARKISON,

Senra Catholic, Salem

We stumbled out onto an icy floor and into
a different world. Scores of peoples surrounded
us. Yet we had assembled with them for the
same reason— to relax and enjoy the pleasures of
the ice rink and the incomparable sport of ice

skating.

AFTER A SLOW and unsteady trip around
the rink with the intermittent help of the railing,
we paused momentarily to take an objective view
of the extravaganza.Our forced stop permitted
us to place the throng of skaters into three
classes.
The first group were accomplished skaters
who glided across the ice with effortless ease.

lished himself as the best handball player in the Northwest,
the major tournaments
The second category was comprised of people winningcircuit.
In addition, he
on
the
us,
perhaps
novices at the sport who were
Uke
captured the Seattle City title.
feeling a bit conspicuous. Kids out for a good
time, even at the price of a few bumps and
FIFTY YEARS laterhe Is still
bruises, made up the third group.
slamming the ball around rtie

WE GAVE tT another go and encountered
success— at least a little. A sense of freedom,
tantamount to Dr. Jekyll's transformation, surged through our bodies.
In time we forgot ourselves, and the skill of
our fellow skaters offered a challenge to our own
experience. We skated a little faster and a littlo
freer, and when we fell we didn't care.
We aren't experts at skiing, hunting, fishing

court.

Father recently added the
Northwest Masters Tourney to
his long list of triumphs. Today
he is training for the Natkmal
Contenders Tourney, a tournament In which those who have
never wtw a national title compete.

Father pointed out that the
bobsludding. quoits, marbles, hula-hoops, apple
important factors necesmost
flies,
agreed
but we
pie, Swahili or Nigerian fruit
in top-flight compethat ice skating stands unique in its own way sary to win ball control, court
tition
were
it.
compare
nothing
can
with
and
position,a large variety of shots
and precise footwork. He added
that those abilities are implemented with keen co-ordination,
quick reflexes and stamina.

Papoose Duet Former High School Rivals
By JACK BROOM,

Blanchet, Seattle

Two of Seattle's finest
high school basketballplayers last year have pooled
their efforts this season as
members of the Seattle University freshman team, the Papooses.

Mike Gilleran, a product of
Seattle Prep, and Bob Horn, a
Blanchet graduate, have helped
the S.U. frosh team to a nearperfect record.
These two men were the key
performers in two hotly contested high school games last year
as they continued the long rivalry between the Prep Panthers
and the Blanchet Braves. The
Braves managed to emerge victorious from the first of these
contests, but the final victory
went to Prep.
THIS YEAR Horn and Gilleran have led the Papooses to a
record of 16 wins and one loss.
Their only defeat was by one
point, at the hands of the University of Puget Sound fresh-

man team.
Tonight the Papooses face the

Husky Pups in a tough contest
at Hec Edmundson Pavilion.
Following this, a road game
with Simon Fraser Universityin
Canada and two home games
with Western Washington State
College wrap up their 21-game

season.

Gilleran,

with an average of

18.7 points per game, is currently the leading scorer for the
S.U. freshmen. Some of the University's coaches say that the
6-foot-6 Gilleran is currently
showing more potential than did
former S.U. star Tom Workman
in his first year of college ball
(1963-'64).

STRESSING THE last requiresaid that "a man without stamina will be run off the
court in a matter of minutes.
Condition is the name of the
ment, he

game."
He went on to comment that
his participationin handball has
resulted in friendship with a
pleasant, enthusiatic group of
people. Most of all, the fierce
competition spurs him on to
greater achievements. On the
other hand, he notices a drawback in that one plays indoors
and does not receive fresh air.

HORN, AT forward, is also
doing his share to spur on the
Papooses. Coach Jack Schalow
says that he is an excellent defensive player, has shown great
determination and has consistently been strong in the rebound
department.
In comparing high school and
college basketball, both men
agree that playing in college
takes much more stamina and
versatility. "Defense is especially important," says Gilleran,
"because in college almost anybody can be a good shot."

STAMINA is also important,
as the players must make the
transition from eight-minute
quarters to 20-minute halves.
The practices also are longer,
placing an additional physical
burden on the players.
Academically, both men are
holding 3.0 grade point averages. Horn, planning a career
in oceanography, chose biology
for his major at S.U. Gilleran's
major is history, and he would
like eventually to become a
teacher in this field.

BROOM CLEANS UP: Stunned Pupooae teammates
Boh Horn Old Hike GttlenUl helplessly watch interviewer Jack Broom out-dribble them.
Photo by Mlchod Dabter, Blanchet, Svattlv

WHEN QUESTIONED if handball was taxing on his hands,
he replied, "No, not really. We
wear gloves which protect us
from bone bruises. As an added
precaution we soak our hands in
warm water before we play.
nevAfter a brief warming up, I
er notice any pain in my
hands."
Presently, Father is teaching
French at Seattle University.
He looks forward to the completionof the new physical education complex at the university. This building will contain
five handball courts. Conceivably, Father could add coaching
a handball team to his list of
activities.
Father Logan summed up his
attitude toward the game saying, "Handball is a great game.
Anv other game is a poor second."
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Philosophy Reflected in Songs of Life
By COLLEEN TOOMF.Y,
Holy Names, Seattle

"If a person is going To
dn something. It should be
done professionally."
Sister Juliana Garzn, FCSP, is
a musician, but Iht statement
w;is made not only for persons
interested in music, but for .myone who has something to do
and wants to do it well.
SISTER JULIANA is a professional and has been working to
achieve this status since the
sixth grade when she began
talcing classical guitar and voice
lessons. Before Sister entered
the convent, she sang at clubs
in Los Angeles.
HER ORDER, the Daughters
of Charity of Providence, serves

people wherever help is needed.
Because of Sister Juliana's background in music, she felt she
could help people form a philosophy that would help them become better persons. Although
she appears a very quiet person, she brings herself out
through unselfish giving in both
her writing and music.
Sister stated, "I'm not out to
sell my religion.Iwant to make
people aware of themselves,
what they are for, and to help
them see the beauty in life
around us.
JoanBaez and Simon and Garfunkle are entertainers that Sister especially admires, and they
have influenced her in her writing. She calls her style "a cross
between straight folk and popu-

Feel Your Way
By ROSE McMAHON.

Immaculate,Seattle

How does your dress taste? Sound?
Does it smell like pizza?
That's the way you would choose a
dre-^s if you were a guest at one of the most
unusual fashion shows ever planned for Seattle.
WHY IS IT different? Because this is one
occasion the Bon Marche has set aside for blind
girls between the ages of 12 and 20 to go to a
fashion show and choose their own clothes.
Since they can't see, these girls use their
senses of touch, sound and taste.
Seventeen Magazineoriginated theidea for the
show and the Bon Marche snapped at the chance
to hold it in their downtown store at 4 p.m.,

March 16.

THE JERRY Frank Trio, a group of recent

to

lar music."

Sister likes playing folk music

because it can be interpretedby
the individual in his own manner. Her songs are an expression of her own thoughts and
personality.
Sister Juliana is a student at
Seattle University and is major-

ing in Fine Arts. After graduation she would like to go to the
University of Washington and
continue her studies in the arts.
Studying takes time, but she
still finds opportunities for visiting high schools and giving
concerts. Recently she sang at
Kennedy High in Seattle and at
Issaquah High, which is east of
Seattle. She is planning a concert in March for soldiers temporarily stationed at Ft. Lewis.

Fashion

Blanchet graduates, will swing with fashionable
sounds to help the girls into the mood of what
a commentator describes, but they can't see.
The combination of the commentator comparing each garment with tastes of common foods
plus the sound description by the combo really
does communicate the latest in fashions.
For example, a blue velvet dress will be introduced with the melody "Blue Velvet." "I could
Have Danced All Night" is a fitting musical clue
to an evening gown.

AFTER EACH outfit is explained,the model
goes to each table and asks the girls to feel the
material and answers questions on how the buttons are arranged.
The guests are also told what makeup could
be used, even though many of them have no concept of whatcolor means.
Braille invitations for the show will be mailed
to blind girls in the Seattle area.

Automlxed Chefs?

"Never." Says Food Expert
Mr. Sommerhalder holds a
ferent from that in Switzerland,
but the variety makes me glad very optimistic view of the future for chefs. He believes that
When Chef Warner Som- Icame."
man
has
automation
will never be able
The
success
that
this
merhalder of the Harbor
in
to replace the chef's personal
must
be
attributed
attained
Club came to America, he part to his philosophy. If finan- touch.
patriotically converted his spe- cial gratification is lacking, per"As long as people have to
cialty of Swiss seafood supreme sonal satisfaction has more than eat, there will always be need
to the American institution of made up for it.
for a chef," he said.
the hot dog.
As a sidelight to his job at
Mr. Sommerhalder was born the Harbor Club, Mr. Sommerand reared in Switzerland. His halder is also the vice president
interest in cooking started at an of the local Escoffier Foundaearly age because his parents tion. Mr. Sommerhalder exBy 808 VROOMAN
made careers of the culinary plained the Escoffier:
Blanchet, Seattle
art. Before entering this field, a
"It is a traditional French
COLLEEN WEBSTER
life-long ambition, he attended meal in honor of a greatFrenchSt. Leo's, Tacoina
a famous school for chefs in Lu- man, August F. Escoffier. The
Generations
of youths
cerne, Switzerland.
food itself is not noticeably difintrigued
by the
been
have
regular
meal,
but
In 1958 Mr. Sommerhalder ferent from a
the
media.
glamor
of
news
came to America. It was the the atmosphere is. There is abchallenge of American food solutely no talking or smoking But in recent years the requirepreparation and a desire to live and no spices or flavor addi- ments and qualifications placed
in such a great country that tives, such as salt, pepper or on potential news reporters
catsup, are permitted at the ta- have greatly restricted employbrought him here.
ment in the electronic media.
He had experience in Puerto ble."
His most most popular dishes
Rico, Miami and Michigan before coming to Seattle. Now, 10 are oysters, crab louies, and the
years later, he has this to say: Harbor Club Salad, which 150
"It's very nice to be here. Of to 180 men enjoy daily at this
course, American cooking is dif- exclusive businessmen's club.
By MAUREEN CALLAHAN
Havre Central, Havre, Montana
FRANCEE DAVIES
Marycrest, Portland
BARB LOUGHIN
St. Mary's, Toledo
The average workshop delegate wouldn't know Ho Chi Minh
from the local laundryman!
Ted Comick, a delegate from
Seattle Prep who got the highest score not only knew who Ho
was he also knows most of the
other world leaders, sports personalities and novelists of our
time. Ironically, newspapers
and magazines are absent from
his home and only recently did
his parents buy a television set.
Photo by Pam Farrif. Hnly Child, Portland
CHEF WARNER RELAXES
WHAT'S HIS secret? Well, the
way Comick tells it, he thumbs
through dog-eared newsmagaSTUDENT PRINTS
zines, listens at keyholes and
tunes into world events on his
News Editor. JOE TOBIN, Seattle Prep. Seattle.
Assistant News Editor: CONNIE VANDERWOOD, Central Catholic, crystal set. "It was the simplest
Vakimo.
test I've had since eighth grade,
News Copy Editor. MONICA SMITH, Aquinas, Tacomn.
but
it didn't prove much."
Reporter*: Colleen Webster. St. Leo's. Tucoma: Bob Vrooman.
But Comick was not alone:
White,
Colleen
St.
Martin's.
Seattle;
Olympia;
Ward
Blanchct.
of his company, the other
Trxuney. Hoiy Names, Seattle; Rose McMahon. Immaculate, Seattle. most scorers,
high
were boys too.
Loughin,
Central,
St.
Caflnhan,
Maureen
Havre
Montana: Barbara
"The poll was almost purely
Mary's, Toledo: Franceo Davies, Murycresi. Portland
By W \KD WHITE
St. Martin's, Olympla

Photo by Chris Pelrich. Betlormlne, Tocorna

Station Favors Maturity. Men
Jeff Schiffman, news director
of KING radio, stated, "I would
never hire a young person to
do news on the air for two reasons: First, Idon't think that
people would believe him.

"SECONDLY, the difference
in maturity between a 23 yearold in college and one who has
attended college is enormous.
Those who have attended col-

World AffairsPress Delegates

—

political," complained Joe Tobin, also of Seattle Prep. "It
almost completely ruled out the

possiblity of testing a delegate's
cultural knowledge. If the poll
is to be a true graph of student
knowledge, it should include
movies, plays, books and au-

thors."

JERRY BALDASTY of Gonzaga Prep said, "Many students
do not read enough on current
events." The fact all of the poll's
highest scorers were boys was
interpreted by Dennis Kerr of
Bellarmine Prep as a sure sign
that "ladies should stick to the

home."

lege are much more mature."
Mr. Schiffman added, "I would
never hire a 20 year-old to do
news broadcasts under any circumstances."
Audience prejudice accounts
for the lack of women in the announcing field, said Schiffman.
"We had one gal," said Schiffman, "Irene Malbin, who's now
doing 'Telescope' in the morning. When she started out, people thought she was a 12 yearold boy and they were furious.
"Then when they found out
that she was a woman and not
a 12 year-old boy, they were
even more angry, for women
aren't supposed to know anything!
"What we did was to be persistent with Irene; we kept her
on the air said, 'to hell with
you' to everyone who called.
"All the phone calls came
from women," he added. "Women are terribly jealous."
Young people and women,
however, are not the only ones
suffering from discrimination.
Many ambitious young sportscasters have found themselves
turned away in favor of former
professional sports figures.

"Guys know the what, but
SCHIFFMAN also stated that
girls know the why," retaliated
he felt sports positions are harJoan Fread of St. Leo's.
to come by, due to their
The individual results were re- der
scarcity.
flected in the overall scores of
Though Schiffman's career enthe schools. The top three, Gonzaga Prep of Spokane, Bellar- couragements carry as much
mine Prep of Tacoma and Seat- optimism as a plague warning,
tle Prep are all boys' schools. quarantine is not the answer.
Next in line came Aquinas of With a master's degree, work,
Tacoma, Holy Names of Seattle and maturity, anyone can be a
and Holy Names of Spokane, all contemporary one, a KINGsman
girls' schools.
if he's not too old.

...

